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Dear Friends,
Greetings from Poland!
The Gospel in the Centre – Finally I have this great privilege to inform you that the website of our new ministry
is already working. It has been launched on the very beginning of March. Here you can look at the fruit of our
work: https://www.ewangeliawcentrum.pl/
People will find here all sorts of theologically sound but also culturally relevant materials from various websites
like Desiring God, 9Marks, The Gospel Coalition, Ligonier and many more. We are hoping to publish new articles
and resources pretty often and eventually at least one a day. Soon we will start to work on recording podcasts
and audiobooks. Some of you may remember that just before I came back to Poland I had this idea to make D.A.
Carson’s lectures “The God who is There” available in Poland. I am so excited to tell you that all the videos are
finished and first three sessions are available on our website and youtube channel:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Osx6F_U716c&list=PL4-3XQBQGsDkpnEMQxoGBXYTCnMvLbjJf
We will be publishing next sessions over the next few weeks.
I am also attaching the letter that we use to get in touch with the potential supporters and organisations that
hold the copyright for the materials. It might tell you a bit more.
Łuków Church Plant – We are delighted to share with you that we just finished to explain and discuss the
confession of faith with the baptised converts and we are planning to register church plant in Łuków as mission
station. All the believers are growing in grace and it is a great joy to see their hunger for the Word of God, their
desire for fellowship, their growth in faith and knowledge. So encouraging!
Opportunity for church planting in a new place! – For some time at church in Siedlce we have a new visitor
from the city Biała Podlaska. I studied at the university there. It’s about 1h journey from Siedlce on east, pretty
close to the border with Belarus. A brother who visits us who lives there was trying for a long time with his wife
to plant a church there. For all sorts of reasons they could not make it. We have a desire to help them and get
involved in the ministry there. We do not have any specific plan yet but it might be a good opportunity for
starting new church plant there. There is only one pentecostal church there (really unhealthy one) for city of 50
thousand plus many students! Certainly a matter for prayerful consideration for us!
Family – Daga is in Scotland at the moment. She comes back on 25th. She resigned of her job but most probably
she will return to the same shoe shop but on much better conditions. She is exceptionally good at what she does
there, and they are willing to accept her back as they realised that they lost a very good worker. Just after
deputation from 23rd to 28th March I am planning to visit Scotland for a short holiday which I desperately need
hoping to see family and friends there!

Please pray for The Gospel in The Centre ministry – for the new supporters, new volunteers and the growth
of popularity of the resources on the website.
Please pray for Łuków – there is a great potential there but we need more people who will get involved in
leading the church.
Please pray for the new opportunity of church plant in Biała Podlaska.
Please pray for me during my upcoming intensive deputation.
May the Lord bless you richly
Adam and Dagmara
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